
Outrageous Thai Slang Curses and Epithets:
A Thai Phrasebook for the Uncensored
Are you ready to dive into the outrageous and taboo world of Thai slang
curses and epithets? If you're looking to add some spice and humor to your
Thai conversations (but use them with caution!),then this phrasebook is for
you.
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Thai slang is a rich and ever-evolving language, and it's often used to
express strong emotions, both positive and negative. Curses and epithets
are no exception, and they can be a great way to convey your feelings in a
humorous or sarcastic way.

However, it's important to note that these phrases are considered taboo in
polite society. Use them at your own discretion, and be aware of the
context in which you use them.

A Collection of Outrageous Thai Slang Curses and Epithets
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Curses

! (Ee kway!) - You buffalo! This is a common curse used to
insult someone who is stupid or clumsy.

! (Ee sat!) - Oh my god! This is a versatile curse that can be
used to express surprise, anger, or frustration.

! (Mae ng eh!) - Holy crap! This is a more vulgar curse
that is often used to express anger or disgust.

! (Kway!) - Buffalo! This is a simple but effective curse that is
often used to insult someone who is stupid or foolish.

! (Ngao!) - Idiot! This is a harsh curse that is used to insult
someone who is stupid or ignorant.

Epithets

! (Na daan!) - Shameless! This is a common epithet used
to insult someone who is shameless or has no shame.

! (Na naa!) - Thick-skinned! This epithet is used to insult
someone who is insensitive or has no shame.

! (Paak maa!) - Dog-mouthed! This epithet is used to insult
someone who talks too much or who says things that are not true.

! (Ee cho!) - Vagina! This is a vulgar epithet that is used to
insult a woman who is promiscuous or who has a bad reputation.

! (Ee uawn!) - Fatty! This epithet is used to insult someone
who is overweight or obese.

Pronunciation Guide



Here is a pronunciation guide for the Thai phrases in this article:

! (Ee kway!) - EE kway

! (Ee sat!) - EE sat

! (Mae ng eh!) - MAE ng eh

! (Kway!) - Kway

! (Ngao!) - Ngao

! (Na daan!) - NA daan

! (Na naa!) - NA naa

! (Paak maa!) - Paak maa

! (Ee cho!) - EE cho

! (Ee uawn!) - EE uawn

Use with Caution!

As mentioned earlier, these phrases are considered taboo in polite society.
Use them at your own discretion, and be aware of the context in which you
use them. If you're not sure whether or not a particular phrase is
appropriate, it's best to err on the side of caution and avoid using it.

With that said, these phrases can be a great way to add some spice and
humor to your Thai conversations. Just be sure to use them responsibly!
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